Pharma Packaging
Success Story Pharma Druck Dresden

“ We would consistently opt for
the system from Vision Experts“

Pharma Druck Dresden is a family-run business
that has specialised in secondary packaging such as
labels, packaging inserts and mini brochures for the
pharmaceutical, cosmetics and food industries.
The company was founded in 1992. Pharma Druck
Dresden offers its customers flawless products with
strict quality standards in the production of print
products.
2008 saw Pharma Druck Dresden expand and install
the latest technology and state-of-the-art machinery,
including Vision Experts inspection systems. Every
year, 50 employees process about 2,500 orders from
Germany and around Europe.

Quality and reliability are the paramount priorities for
Pharma Druck Dresden. Quality is guaranteed with the
implementation of various measures. The inspection
systems from Vision Experts play a major role in the
print process over and above the MediaCheck digital
test software from tec4check.
This ensures that spots and other imperfections can
be detected and rectified quickly during the print
process.

Just taking a high number of random samples is not
enough to guarantee the high quality levels for our print
products. In-process inspection is indispensible. Since
the introduction of Vision Experts systems, the number
of flaws and the number of complaints have dropped
sharply”, explains CEO Christian Mägerlein.
Machine operator Stefan Lösche adds, “In-process
inspection with Vision Experts saves us a great deal of
set-up time. Flaws are detected faster, enabling us to
work efficiently. The system simplifies our workflow
considerably with its ease of use and low level of
maintenance work required.”
“Smooth in-process inspection not only saves time - it
also spares us from unnecessary follow-up costs.
We would consistently opt for the system from Vision
Experts”, says Mr. Mägerlein, assessing the implementation of Vision Experts at Pharma Druck Dresden.

About Vision Experts
Vision Experts GmbH is a specialist in 100% inspection of premium-quality print products. All solutions are
tailored to the needs of our customers. We are amongst
the leading suppliers - with over 300 installations for
100% print inspection in 15 countries.
Our solutions are working in web and sheet-fed
printing machines, and for converting equipment. Our
list of customers includes leading printing machine
manufacturers, international packaging manufacturers
and medium-sized businesses.
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